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Arctic Cat Rectangle Mirror 762-6510 $22.95-H

Designed for Arctic Cat sleds, these mirrors are heavy duty and are easy to adjust.
Sold in pairs.
Arctic Cat - 0606-600 Right OEM/0606-601 Left OEM

KMP# 12-165-10

Bar End Mirror 762-6999 $14.50-H

Bar end grip mirror that will fit on any handle bars on any machine.

Tear Drop Mirror 762-6550 $19.95-H

Mounts on the left or right side.
Arctic Cat OEM 0639-363
Sold individually.
Bearcat '95-'99 Powder Extreme '97-98 ZL 440 '97-99 ZL 600 '99

Cougar '95-'99 Powder Special '95-98 ZR 440 '98-99 ZR 600, EFI, XC '98-99

EXT '94-'97 Thundercat,MC '98 ZL 500 '98-99 ZRT 600/800 '95-99

EXT 600 '97-98 Z 370 '99 ZR 580 '94-97

Panther '96-99 Z 440 '97-99 ZL 600 '99

The chances of survival for an avalanche victim drop from 93% to 26% within the first 45 minutes.
If the victim is found within the first 15 minutes, he has a 93% chance of survival. (Statistics: Brugger/Falk)
An experienced person may locate the position of a person buried in an avalanche within 5 to 10 minutes.

During this time the chances of survival are the highest! BE PREPARED!

ESBIT® Pocket Stove 668-2030 $18.95-J

A compact (3”x4”x¾”), lightweight (3.25 oz.), fold down,
efficient cooking appliance for use in a wide variety outdoors situation.

• German engineered from plated tensile structured steel with designed
air flow slits in the base.

• Fully open upright sides are ideal for a coffee pot or frying pan.

Replacement Tablets (12) 668-2021 $11.95-J

MUFFPOT 668-2110 $49.95-H

The Muffpot is a great accessory or Christmas gift for any snowmobile enthusiast. It
serves any PRE-COOKED food that you can think of, fried chicken, baked potatoes, fried
shrimp, burritos, spaghetti, stir fry, hot dogs, hamburgers, the choices are limitless!

• Stainless steel (no toxic aluminum tasting food)

• Easily mounts to your exhaust pipe (instructions are enclosed)

• The Muffpot snaps off easily for serving and cleaning.

• Aluminum heat sink base provides uniform heating (no burnt food)

• Weighs less than 14 oz. It is 7" X 5" X 2"

SURVIVAL AND SAFETY EQUIPMENT

Ball Joint Convex Mirror 762-6503 $16.95-H

Double ball joint bracket enable this mirror to be installed in front of, or behind the
windshield. Can also be mounted on the side of the cowl or forward on the hood. Fits on
either left or right side. Sold Individually
Arctic Cat - 0134-675 Bombardier - 414.2497.00 & 861.7144.00 Yamaha

KMP# 12-165-03
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